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Informed Consent for Treatment & Information 

 

 

Welcome! This packet contains important information regarding your sessions with 

Libby Steele, MSEd., LPC, therapist. Please read carefully and retain for your records. 

 

Entering therapy requires a commitment of time, energy and resources, and often requires some courage to make 

the first appointment. Your commitment will be honored here and you will be treated with respect. While you will 

leave some sessions feeling better, you will end others feeling emotionally tired. We admire you for engaging in 

this personal growth and healing process. Please review the following materials in advance of your first session. 

 

Sessions, Fees, & Insurance 

Individual and couples therapy sessions are typically 45 minutes. Fees must be paid at the time of session 

(individual therapy sessions are $115.00, Parenting, Family and Marital therapy sessions are $150.00). For 

your convenience, you may keep a credit card on file to be run on the day of your session. Checks are to be made 

payable to Steelee LLC.  

 

If you have a session with more than one therapist, regardless of who asks for the meeting (you or the therapist) you 

will be billed as follows: The primary therapist is charged at full fee. Additional therapists are charged at a reduced 

fee. The second therapist in the session may not be covered/reimbursed by your insurance company. 

 

Insurance: It is the sole responsibility of the client to determine which services provided by your therapist are 

reimbursable by your health insurance. The client is encouraged to inquire into insurance coverage at the outset of 

treatment. Your therapist is not responsible for determining coverage in any form including pre-existing condition, 

duration of coverage, and particular provider credentials.  

 

While insurance forms and receipts can be provided to you, it may be to your benefit to not use any insurance 

benefits, due to the following reasons: 1) PRIVACY. Many insurance companies ask for your complete medical 

record and this is kept in their computer database. We have no control over how this information is used or who has 

access to it. Therefore, we cannot guarantee confidentiality on any information released to your insurance company. 

2) You have complete CONTROL (except the standard confidentiality exceptions) over all information about you, 

who has it and what is done with that information. 3) You receive NO psychological DIAGNOSIS that anyone else 

is aware of (when you use insurance a diagnosis has to be submitted to them). 4) You have CONTROL over the 

frequency of your sessions and how long you feel you need to come. 

 

Cancellations and Missed Appointments 

If you find it necessary to cancel a scheduled appointment, 24 hours’ notice is required by contacting Libby Steele. 

When less than 24 hours’ notice is given, you will be responsible to pay the session fee. Missed appointment 

fees are not covered under any insurance.  

 

Client’s Rights 

You have a right to competent and professional service. You have the right to be treated with respect. You have the 

right to a therapeutic relationship without physical, sexual, verbal or other abuse or exploitation. You have the right 

to file a complaint. You have a right to evaluate our services. You have a right to request to modify, review or 

release your clinical file. You have a right to be given a referral to a different therapy provider if the terms or costs 

of these services are not agreeable to you. 

 

Confidentiality  

Federal and Ohio law require that issues discussed with a therapist be confidential. The information you reveal will 

not be discussed by the therapist with anyone without a signed authorization from you. Your right to strict privacy 

will be protected. The release of confidential materials may be legally required of your therapist in the following 
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situations: 1) If your therapist believes you present a clear and substantial risk of imminent serious harm to yourself 

(suicide) or others (homicide); 2) Suspected child or elder abuse or neglect; 3) Instances where the court subpoenas 

records; and 4) If you file a complaint or lawsuit against Steelee LLC. 

 

Litigation 

Steelee LLC, is a therapeutic practice that does not and will not provide forensic services. We feel that this 

jeopardizes the therapeutic alliance.  

 

Emergencies 

In the event of an emergency involving threat to self or others please go directly to a hospital emergency room or 

call 911. Emergencies are urgent issues requiring your immediate action. Our general philosophy regarding 

emergencies is that clients are assumed to be self-responsible (i.e. autonomous, functioning, not in need of day to 

day supervision). In addition, as private practice clinicians we cannot assume responsibility for our client’s day 

to day functioning as can an institution nor can we be available for 24-hour per day crisis care. 

 

Communication 

Email and text message communication is for the express purpose of scheduling and billing communications. If you 

decide you want to utilize email as a form of communication between you and your therapist, you acknowledge that 

there are risks inherent in such communications and you accept those risks. Libby Steele and or Steelee LLC uses 

text messaging for the purpose of scheduling only. Communications outside the context of appointment scheduling 

or administrative items should be addressed in person or by phone.  

 

Group Consultation 

Your therapist participates in group consultation sessions with licensed mental health professionals on a weekly 

basis. This is a common and encouraged practice among mental health professionals. 

 

Supervision 

Steelee LLC is providing counseling services under supervision for the purpose of working toward status as a 

Licensed Professional Clinical Counselor from the State of Ohio Counselor, Social Worker, and Marriage & Family 

Therapist Board. Libby will seek consultation about your case with her clinical supervisor, Rochelle Dunn, MSEd., 

LPCC-S. She will have access to your confidential information to ensure that you receive the highest quality care. 

Should you have any concerns about your treatment, please contact Rochelle Dunn at 614-284-0423. 

 

Records and Records Custodian 

 

On occasion, Steelee LLC uses written memory aids prior to completing the clinical note taking process. These are 

transcribed into the clinical notes system used by Steelee LLC and then shredded.  

 

In the event that your therapist is incapacitated, it will be necessary for another therapist to take possession of your 

file and records. By signing this form, you consent to allow another licensed mental health professional whom your 

therapist designates to take possession of your file and records, to provide you with copies upon request, or to 

deliver them to a therapist of your choice. In signing this form below you agree that you will select a successor 

therapist within a reasonable time and will notify the appointed licensed mental health professional if you choose 

that option. 

 

Previous Treatment 

If you have participated in a therapeutic experience prior to coming to Steelee LLC, please request an Authorization 

to Release of Information form to submit to your previous provider. Your records cannot and will not be sent 

without your approval.  
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Acknowledgement of Informed Consent to Treatment & Notice of Privacy Practices 

 

 

Client/Legal Guardian Name: _________________________________________ Date of Birth________ 

 

Child’s Name______________________________________________________ Date of Birth________ 

 

 

I voluntarily agree to receive mental health assessment, care, treatment, or services and authorize Steelee LLC, to 

provide such care, treatment, or services as are considered necessary and advisable. I understand and agree that I 

will participate in the planning of my care, treatment, or services and that I may stop such care, treatment, or 

services that I receive through Steelee LLC, at any time. I also understand that there are no guarantees that 

treatment will be successful.  

 

By signing this Acknowledgement of Informed Consent to Treatment, I, the undersigned client, acknowledge that I 

have both read and understood all the terms and information contained herein and I agree to be bound by the 

provisions in this agreement. I have been offered a copy of the Acknowledgement of Informed Consent to 

Treatment. Ample opportunity has been offered to me to ask questions and seek clarification of anything unclear to 

me. If a minor is the client, I am signing on behalf of the minor as the authorized parent/guardian. (Information on 

minor rights will be shared with the minor.) 

 

I acknowledge that I have received an opportunity to review the Notice of Privacy Practices of Steelee LLC. I 

further acknowledge that a copy of the Notice of Privacy Practices has been offered to me. 

 

I have read the above and understand and agree to my responsibilities. I acknowledge that by signing this 

Acknowledgement of Informed Consent to Treatment, I give consent and such consent will continue until I 

withdraw consent by providing written notice of such withdrawal to Steelee LLC, at 465 Waterbury Court, 

Gahanna, Ohio 43230. If minor client, parent/legal guardian attests to having legal custody and consents to fees and 

treatment by this signature.  

 

 

Client/Legal Guardian Signature______________________________________ Date________________ 
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Permission to See a Minor 

 

Parent/Guardian Name(s) ________________________________________________ 

 

Minor Name___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

I give my permission for __________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                    (Name of Minor) 

 

to be seen by Libby Steele, MSEd., LPC of Steelee LLC. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

(Signature of Parent/Guardian)       (Date) 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

(Address)    (City)     (State)  ( Zip)  

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

(Home Phone)     (Work Phone) 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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PROVISIONS FOR SERVING AS A CHILD THERAPIST 

REQUIRED FOR ALL PARENTS  

 

When separating and/or divorced parents – who are involved in litigation – bring their child for treatment, a special 

risk situation exists regarding the child’s therapy.  Specifically, if the therapist is asked to participate in any way in 

the litigation, the therapy may be seriously compromised; therefore, we require all parents to sign this anti-litigation 

agreement even if they are not currently litigating or even contemplating litigation.  It becomes a permanent part of 

the file to protect your child(ren) should there be a change in marital status.  Effective child psychotherapy is best 

accomplished when both parents have a good relationship with the therapist.  Information that the therapist provides 

the court is likely to benefit one parent at the expense of the other.  The parent whose position is weakened by this 

information cannot but harbor animosity toward the therapist.  And such hostility toward the therapist is likely to 

compromise significantly the child’s treatment. IF YOU ARE DIVORCED OR IN THE PROCESS I MUST 

HAVE A COPY OF THE CUSTODY OR TEMPORARY ORDER FOR THE FILE. THANK YOU. 

 

In order to prevent such deterioration of the child’s therapy it is crucial that I have every reassurance that there will 

be absolutely no involvement on my part in the litigation between the parents.  This is best accomplished by both 

parents signing this statement: 

 

****************************************************************************** 

We wish to enlist Steelee LCC and Libby Steelee, MSEd., LPC, services in the treatment of our child,   

    .  We recognize that such treatment will be compromised if information revealed 

   (name of minor)  

therein may subsequently be brought to the attention of the court in the course of litigation. 

 

Accordingly, we mutually pledge that we will neither individually nor jointly involve any and all Gestalt 

Columbus, LLC, therapists (MPD Consulting LLC and Matt Dunatchik, MSEd, LPCC, Stacy Ingraham LLC, and 

Stacy Ingraham, Hoover Counseling Services LLC, and Sara Hoover, Steelee LLC, or Libby Steele, Holly Gilbert 

LLC, and Holly Gilbert) in any way in our litigation.  We will neither request nor require that any and all Gestalt 

Columbus, LLC, therapists provide testimony in court, either as an advocate or as an impartial.  We will neither 

request nor require that any and all Gestalt Columbus, LLC, therapists provide written reports of the treatment, 

because such documents might ultimately be used in the litigation.  We will not permit any and all Gestalt 

Columbus, LLC, therapists to communicate with either of our attorneys in any manner, either verbally or in written 

from.  In short, we will strictly refrain from involving any and all Gestalt Columbus, LLC, therapists in any 

litigation – in any way whatsoever, either directly or indirectly.  

****************************************************************************** 

We have read the above, discussed these provisions with our attorneys, and agree to proceed with the therapy. 

 

              

Date   Signature (Parent A)     

 

              

Date   Signature (Parent B)     

            _______ 
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Client Data 

 

Please read entirely as this form has important information that you need to understand. 

 

First Name:_____________________________Title:_______Last Name:__________________________ 

Middle Name:_______________________________Nickname:_________________________________ 

Maiden Name: ______________________________ Other Last Names: __________________________ 

Address:__________________________________City:______________________Zip:______________ 

Number(s) we may contact you:___________________________________________________________ 

Date of Birth:_______________________ Marital Status:_________ Sex:_____ 

If child, name of parent(s) at above address:_________________________________________________ 

Parents' marital status:  married ____  separated ____  divorced ____  widowed ____ 

If separated or divorced, effective date:____________________________________ 

Custodial Parent (ATTACH DIVORCE DECREE OR TEMPORARY ORDER MUST HAVE 

FOR CHILD’S FILE)  ____________________________________________________________ 

If parents separated, name, address, and phone of 2nd parent:______________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Referring Doctor:___________________________  

Medical Alerts:________________________________________________________________________ 

Medical History: 

Known Conditions:_______________________________________________________________ 

Known Allergies:________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING CAREFULLY! 

1. 24-Hour Notice of Cancellation – Like any other professional whose billing is done on an hourly basis, I have 

opportunity cost associated with cancellations that occur without much notice. If you are unable to keep your scheduled 

appointment or group meeting, you  MUST notify me 24 hours in advance or you will be charged for the appointment or 

meeting time. Should your appointment be scheduled on a Monday, call our office number 614-852-4866 during the 

weekend and leave a voicemail noting your cancellation. There are no exceptions. 

 

2. Payment for services is due at the time services are rendered.  I accept cash, Mastercard, Visa, American Express, 

Discover Card, HSA, or personal checks made payable to Steelee LLC.  I will not see you or your child until payment is 

rendered before the session begins. There are no exceptions. 

3. Libby Steele, MSEd., LPC and Steelee LLC are dedicated to providing the highest quality psychotherapy services 

available.  To that end, it is sometimes necessary to review records, discuss your situation with previous professionals, or 

meet with others.  Especially in the case of child or family therapy, numerous visits and calls to the school, teachers, 

other professionals, etc. may be necessary. While I try to include these costs in my standard billing when possible, 

special meetings or protracted phone consultations may require a fee. Frequent conversations exceeding 15 minutes will 

be subject to charges at the base session rate of $115 billed in half hour increments. Please be assured that I will do 

everything possible to minimize these special fees. I will be happy to discuss fees, insurance, and payments with you -- 

please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions.  

 

4. Libby Steele, MSEd., LPC and Steelee LLC are a therapeutic organization that does not and will provide forensic 

services.  We feel that this jeopardizes the therapeutic alliance. Included in this packet is an anti-litigation form, which 

you will be asked to sign even if you are NOT currently in litigation. This form becomes part of the file.   

 

5. I have a special team approach to child psychotherapy.  I am dedicated to providing a safe environment for your child to 

work out his/her emotional concerns.  This requires your child to form a special relationship with me.  In order to protect 

this special relationship, it is necessary to make sure that financial arrangements do not interfere with the treatment of the 

relationship. This is done through a secure payment platform called Ivy Pay. Insurance forms and receipt(s) can be 

mailed automatically as needed. 

 

 

***PLEASE CALL 614-852-4866 FOR ALL CALLS***.   

IF YOU ARE HAVING AN EMERGENCY, PLEASE GO TO YOUR LOCAL EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT. 

 

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THE ABOVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND AGREE TO THE PAYMENT 

TERMS HEREIN SET FORTH.  I AM RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT FOR ALL SERVICES RENDERED, INCLUDING 

LATE CANCELS AND NO SHOWS.  I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT IF I LIST A THIRD PARTY AS RESPONSIBLE 

FOR PAYMENT, AND THEY DO NOT PAY, I AM STILL RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MONIES DUE TO STEELEE LLC. 

 

Print Name of Responsible Party:   ____________________________    

Signature of Responsible Party:  _    _______  Date:      

 (PRINT CLIENT NAME; if different than responsible Party)___________________________________________ 

Responsible Party Billing Address:________________________________________________________________ 

City:________________________________________State:__________________Zip:______________________ 

Number(s) we may contact responsible party(indicate if # is work, home or cell)____________________________ 
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Request for Communication 

 

 

Client/Legal Guardian Name_______________________________________________ Date of Birth________________ 

 

Name of Client (if they are a minor)__________________________________________Date of Birth________________ 

 

 

1. Please call and/or text me at the following numbers regarding appointments, payments/billing, and cancellations:  

 

Cell Phone ________________________________  May we leave a message?  ___Yes   ___No 

        May we send text messages? ___Yes   ___No 

Home Phone ________________________________  May we leave a message?  ___Yes   ___No 

Email  ________________________________  May we leave a message?  ___Yes   ___No 

        

        

 

2. Please direct all postal mail to this address:     ________________________________ 

 

      _______________       

 

 

3. Please list anyone who will call us to schedule/cancel/confirm appointments, make payments on your account, 

bring clients to their appointment, etc. (be sure to list your spouse, children, parents, assistants, babysitters/nanny, 

etc.) 

 

Name______________________________________________ Relationship to you________________________ 

Phone Number_______________________________________ 

 

Name______________________________________________ Relationship to you________________________ 

Phone Number_______________________________________ 

 

Name______________________________________________ Relationship to you________________________ 

Phone number_______________________________________ 

 

 

4. If you choose to communicate with your therapist via email or text messaging, please know that email and text messaging are 

only appropriate for scheduling and housekeeping purposes. Email and text messaging are not for clinical issues, due to the 

lack of confidentiality. Please note: • Any computer files referencing our communication are maintained using secure and 

encrypted measures. • You and your therapist will not respond to personal and clinical concerns via email or text.  
 

 

Client/Legal Guardian Signature_______________________________________________ Date____________________ 
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Authorization to Release Confidential Information 

 

Client________________________________________________________ Date of Birth_____________________ 

 

I understand that my records contain information about my/my child’s counseling sessions and mental health. I understand 

that all of my records are protected by state and federal laws that require they be kept confidential and require my written 

consent to disclose. This release authorizes Libby Steele, MSEd;, of Steelee LLC, to discuss these matters with those 

individuals or the personnel of those facilities. This disclosure is for confidential records held by other individuals or other 

personnel at other locations and that this release authorizes Libby Steele, MSEd., LPC to discuss matters pertaining to 

those confidential records with those individuals and personnel. NOTE: It is strongly recommended that you release the 

least amount of information necessary to meet your intended goals. 

 

I, ________________________________________, hereby authorize Libby Steele, MSEd., LPC, to: 

 ____Release to 

 ____Exchange with 

 ____Request from  

the individual or facility set forth below. 

 

Individual’s Name______________________________________________________________________________ 

Facility ____________________________________ Contact Person_____________________________________ 

Address______________________________________________________________________________________ 

City/State/Zip_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Telephone__________________________________________Fax_______________________________________ 

___ All psychological, diagnostic, treatment, and other health care information 

___ All information pertinent to comprehensive treatment planning 

___ Social history 

___ Treatment summary 

___ Observations and recommendations 

___ Results and interpretations of psychological testing 

___ School records and impressions 

___ Medical evaluations and impressions  

___ Other: _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Parent Name (if minor) (print) ____________________________________________________________________  

 

Address______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I understand that I have the right to revoke this release at any time by notifying the counselor in writing. This release will 

expire on ___________ or 90 days from the date this form was signed. I have been informed and understand this 

authorization to release records and information, the nature of listed content that I am willing to release, and the 

implications of their release. This request is voluntary. 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(signature of client or person authorized to consent)   (date) 
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CHILD INTAKE QUESTIONNAIRE 

FOR CLIENTS UNDER THE AGE OF 18 

 
 

1. Name of Primary Person that will see the Therapist______________________________________________________ Age__________ 
 
2. Name of Person completing the form__________________________________ Relationship_________________________________ 
 

Your Child’s Birth History 

 

1. Is your child adopted?     YES   NO If so, at what age?      

Where was your child born?      

2. Was your child born:    FULL-TERM PREMATURE If premature how many weeks?  ______________ 

 
3. Did your child’s mother smoke tobacco or use any alcohol, drugs or medications during the pregnancy? 

YES        NO    If so, please lists which ones:____________________________________________________ 

4. Did the child’s mother have any problems during the pregnancy or at delivery?         YES        NO          If so, please describe them: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________    

       ___________________________________ 

5. Did mother feel depressed after the baby’s birth?     YES        NO 

6. How well do you believe that mother and baby bonded after baby’s birth?  _________________________________________________ 

7. Developmental milestones: Please rate child on EACH of the following, using a scale of:     A=average; S=slower than average; 
F=faster than average 
_____ Smiled  _____Sat up without support _____Stood_  ____ Walked _____Fed self  
_____ Said 1st word _____Said phrases  _____Toilet Trained  _____Dressed self 
 

8. Please detail any milestone rated other than A (average): _________       

             

   _____________________________________________________________ 

9. During the child’s first year of life, was anything present in the life of a parent which caused unhappiness or anxiety, or which placed 

either parent under special strain (even if the event had nothing to do with the baby)?  If so, please explain.   

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

About Your Child’s Family 

 

1. The name of the child’s biological parents: Parent One ______________________________ Parent Two________________________ 

2. Marital status of biological parents: ________________________ Who has legal guardianship of your child? ____________________ 

3. If separated or divorced, effective date:____________________________________ 

4. Custodial Parent_______________________ (Please provide copy of Custody/Medical Power of Attorney Information from 

divorce decree. Please include only the portion relevant to medical appointments and custody for your child.)  

5. If parents separated, name, address, and phone of 2nd parent: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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6. Primary language(s) spoken in child’s home: ________________________________  

 

 

7. Please list family members. 

Relatives Name Age Does Child Get 
Along Well with this 
Person? 

Grade/ 
Occupation 

Live in same 
home as child? 

Father      

Mother      

Brother(s)      

Sister(s)      

Step-Father      

Step-Mother      

Step-Brother(s)      

Step-Sister(s)      

Other(s)      

 
 
 
8. In your family, including yourself, was there: 
Alcoholism and/or Substance Abuse?  Yes No  Father / Mother / Siblings / Self    

How Long?_______________________ 

Resolved?:_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Serious Illness?  Yes No  Father / Mother / Siblings / Self   How Long?_________________________ 

Resolved?:_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. List major changes, including marriages, divorces, moves, deaths. etc, which have occurred in your family in the last 5 years. (If 
there are other events that happened earlier that still affect the family, please add those.) 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
11. What stresses does your family struggle with?________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
12. How often does your family have dinner together?____________________________________________________________________ 

13. How often, and what activities do you do together as a family (church, sports, etc)?___________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

About Your Child’s Education 
 
 
1. What school does your child currently attend? _____________________________________________________________________ 
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Previous Schools? ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Teacher’s Name:_______________________ 

2. Current Grade: _________________ Has your child ever repeated a grade?   YES   NO    If so, which one(s)? _________________ 

3. Is your child currently failing any classes?      YES   NO                       B) If so, how many?____________________________________ 

4. Child's Favorite Class/Subject________________________________  Least favorite Class/Subject_____________________________ 

5. Does your child currently have and IEP or 504 plan with the school?  If yes, please elaborate as best you can: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Has your child received any academic or psychological testing done at school or elsewhere?      Yes     No             

         If yes, when and where?   

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. What do school teachers/personnel tell you about your child? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

About Your Child’s Routine 
 
1. What kinds of physical exercise does your child get (sports, playing outside, etc.)? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How much screen time is your child allowed during the week?___________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

During Weekends and/or school breaks?____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Does your child play video games? If Yes, what games?________________________________________________________________ 

4. Does your child have a phone? ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Does your child have access to social media? If yes, what applications? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Is your child’s eating restricted in any way? How? Why? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Bedtime: __________________ Wake-up Time: _______________  

Hours of sleep on an average night :_______________________ 

8. Does your child have any problems getting enough sleep?     YES      NO     Please describe fully. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Curfew:  A) school nights______________________________  B) weekend/holiday nights_______________________________  

10. List assigned chores and how well they do them: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

11. What does your child currently do too often, too much, or at the wrong times, that gets him/her in trouble?  Please list all the behaviors 

you can think of.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

12. What does your child do that you like?  What does he/she do that other people like?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

About Your Child’s Health 

 

 

1. Has your child experienced any of the following medical problems?  

___a serious accident    ___hospitalization   ___surgery   ___asthma   ___a head injury   ___eye/ear problems        ___meningitis   

___hearing problems   ___allergies   ___convulsions/seizures   ___loss of consciousness           ___other 

______________________________________________________________ 

2. Describe any allergies your child has: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. List all medications or drugs your child takes or has taken in the last year—prescribed, over-the-counter, and others.  

 Include dosages please. _________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What nutritional supplements or herbs is your child taking?_____________________________________________________________ 

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Is there any concern that this child has used drugs? ______.    If so, describe which drugs, frequency, age at first use, and amounts. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Your Child’s Social Information 

 

1. Please describe any past or current traumas your child has experienced (including abuse, physical sexual or verbal):  _______________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

2. Please describe your child’s interaction with adults:  __________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Please describe your child’s interaction with other children:  ___________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. How many of your child's peers can you describe?    ___None    ___Some    ___Most     ___All 

5. Do you like your child's peers?      ___None    ___Some    ___Most     ___All 

6. How would you describe your child’s personality and/or temperament (happy, content, fussy, quiet, irritable)?  ____________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

7. Please include any additional information that you feel is important regarding your child:  _____________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Your Child’s Treatment History & Goals 
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1. Has your child received previous psychiatric treatment or counseling?   YES        NO If yes, please list previous mental health 

professionals, dates of treatment, diagnosis (ses), and treatment effectiveness. ______________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Has your child ever made statements of wanting to hurt him/her self or seriously hurt someone else? Has he/she ever purposely hurt 

himself or another? YES        NO    If yes to either question please describe the situation:  ______________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Has your child ever experienced any serious emotional losses (such as a death of or prolonged physical separation from a parent or 

other caretaker)? YES        NO   If yes, please 

explain:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Has anyone in your child’s family experienced or been diagnosed with a psychiatric illness (anxiety, depression, suicide, 

schizophrenia)?    YES       NO 
 

If yes, please explain:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Any additional information that you would like to share?          

             

             

             

             

              

 

 

6. Please sign below to indicate that the information provided is true and correct: 
 
Legal guardian: _____________________________________________________  Date: _____________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HIPAA NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES 

 

THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW MEDICAL/MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION ABOUT YOU MAY 

BE USED AND DISCLOSED AND HOW YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION. PLEASE 

REVIEW IT CAREFULLY. 

This notice describes how medical information about you may be used and disclosed and how you can get 

access to this information. Please review it carefully. We are committed to protecting health information about 

you by complying with all applicable federal and state privacy and confidentiality laws and regulations. These 

laws require that health information that identifies you is kept private and confidential. These laws also require 

that we give you this notice of our legal duties and privacy practices with respect to health information about 

you, and that we follow the terms of the notice that is currently in effect.  

 

I. Uses and Disclosures WITH Your Authorization  

Generally, we will use or disclose your health information only when you give your authorization 

in writing for us to do so. You may revoke your authorization except to the extent that we have 

already taken action upon the authorization. There are some exceptions and special rules that 

allow for uses and disclosures without your authorization or consent, which are set forth below. 

 

II. Uses and Disclosures WITHOUT Your Authorization 

All Protected Health Information Even when you have not given your written authorization, we 

may use and disclose information under the circumstances listed below.  

a. Treatment. We may use or disclose health information about you for treatment purposes. 

Treatment includes diagnosis, treatment and other services, including discharge planning. For 

example, if your therapist decides to consult with another health care provider about your 

condition, your therapist would be permitted to use and disclose your personal health 

information, which is otherwise confidential, in order to assist your therapist in the diagnosis 

or treatment of your mental health condition. In addition, therapists may disclose your health 

information to each other to coordinate individual and group therapy sessions for your 

treatment or to discuss information about treatment alternatives or other health-related 

benefits and services that are necessary or may be of interest to you. 

b. Payment. We may use and disclose health information about you so that the services you 

receive may be billed to and payment may be collected from you, an insurance company, or 

another third party. For example, if your health plan requests a copy of your health records, or 

a portion thereof, in order to determine whether or not payment is warranted under the terms 

of your policy or contract, we are permitted to use and disclose your personal health 

information. We may also tell your health plan about a services you are going to receive, to 

obtain prior approval or to determine whether your plan will cover the rest of the services. 

c. Health Care Operations. We may use or disclose health information about you for the 

purposes of health care operations that include internal administration and planning and 

various activities that improve the quality and effectiveness of care. For example, if your 

health plan decides to audit Steelee LLC, in order to review our competence and our 

performance, or to detect possible fraud or abuse, your health information may be used or 

disclosed for those purposes. Sometimes we my hire outside parties to help us carry out 

certain health care operations, such as computer maintenance performed by outside 

companies. If such outside parties will have any access to your health information when they 

are performing their jobs, we will require that they appropriately safeguard your information. 

This list of examples is for illustration only and is not an exclusive list of all of the potential 

uses and disclosures that may be made for health care operations. 

d. Appointment Reminders, Treatment Alternatives, and Additional Services. We may use 

or disclose health information about you to provide appointment reminders or to provide you 

with information about treatment alternatives or other health-related benefits and services that 



may be of interest to you. Be sure to let me know where and by what means (e.g., telephone, 

letter, email, fax) you may be contacted. 

e. When Required By Law. We may use or disclose health information about you as required 

by state or federal law. For example, we may disclose such information in the following 

circumstances:  

i. If disclosure is compelled by a court pursuant to an order of that court 

ii. If disclosure is compelled by a board, commission, or administrative agency for 

purposes of adjudication pursuant to its lawful authority 

iii. If disclosure is compelled by a party to a proceeding before a court or administrative 

agency pursuant to a subpoena, subpoena duces tecum (e.g., a subpoena for mental 

health records), notice to appear, or any provision authorizing discovery in a 

proceeding before a court or administrative agency. 

iv. If disclosure is compelled by a board, commission, or administrative agency pursuant 

to an investigative subpoena issued pursuant to its lawful authority. 

v. If disclosure is compelled by an arbitrator or arbitration panel, when arbitration is 

lawfully requested by either party, pursuant to a subpoena duces tecum (e.g., a 

subpoena for mental health records), or any other provision authorizing discovery in 

a proceeding before an arbitrator or arbitration panel.  

vi. If disclosure is compelled by a search warrant lawfully issued to a governmental law 

enforcement agency. 

f. When Compelled or Permitted By Law in Certain Circumstances. We may use or 

disclose health information about you when compelled or permitted by state or federal law in 

the following circumstances:  

i. For Health or Safety of You or Others. We may disclose your health information 

to avert or lessen a serious threat of harm to you, to others, or to the public. We may 

be compelled to disclose your health information where you have made a specific 

threat of serious physical harm to another specific person or the public, and 

disclosure is otherwise required under statute and/or common law. 

ii. Child Abuse or Maltreatment of Vulnerable Adults. We may disclose your health 

information for the purpose of reporting child abuse and neglect, or the maltreatment 

of vulnerable adults, to public health authorities or other government authorities 

authorized by law to receive such reports. 

iii. Commission of a Crime. We may disclose your health information to the police or 

other law enforcement officials if you commit a crime on the premises or against an 

employee or agent of Holly Gilbert LLC, or threaten to commit such a crime.  

iv. Death. We may disclose your health information to a coroner, medical examiner or 

other authorized person in the event of your death in order to determine the cause of 

your death.  

v. Authorized Representatives. We may disclose your health information to a person 

appointed by a court to represent or administer your interests. 

vi. Department of Health and Human Services. We may disclose your health 

information to the United States Department of Health and Human Services when 

disclosure is compelled or permitted to investigate or determine my compliance with 

privacy requirements under the federal regulations (the “Privacy Rule”). 

 

III. Your Individual Rights  

a.  Right to Receive Confidential Communications. Normally we will communicate with you 

through the phone number and address that you provide to us. If you desire us to use 

alternative methods of communication, you may provide us with a written request, and we 



will attempt to accommodate any reasonable request, for alternative means of 

communications or for alternative locations where you wish to receive our communications. 

b. Right to Request Restrictions. You have the right to request restrictions on certain uses and 

disclosures of health information about you, such as those necessary to carry out treatment, 

payment, or health care operations. We are not required to agree to your requested restriction. 

If we do agree, we will maintain a written record of the agreed upon restriction. 

c. Right to Inspect and Copy Your Health Information. You have the right to inspect and 

copy health information about you by making a specific request to do so in writing. This right 

to inspect and copy is not absolute – in other words, we are permitted to deny access for 

specified reasons. For instance, you do not have this right of access with respect to my 

“psychotherapy notes.” The term “psychotherapy notes” means notes recorded (in any 

medium) by a health care provider who is a mental health professional documenting or 

analyzing the contents of conversation during a private counseling session or a group, joint, or 

family counseling session and that are separated from the rest of the individual’s medical 

(includes mental health) record. The term excludes counseling session start and stop times, 

the modalities and frequencies of treatment furnished, and any summary of the following 

items: diagnosis, functional status, the treatment plan, symptoms, prognosis, and progress to 

date. 

d. Right to Amend Your Records. You have the right to amend your health information in our 

records by making a request to do so in a writing that provides a reason to support the 

requested amendment. This right to amend is not absolute – in other words, we are permitted 

to deny the requested amendment for specified reasons. You also have the right, subject to 

limitations, to provide us with a written addendum with respect to any item or statement in 

your records that you believe to be incorrect or incomplete and to have the addendum become 

a part of your record. If your requested amendment to your records is accepted, a copy of 

your amendment will become a permanent part of our records. When we "amend," a record, 

we may append information to the original record, as opposed to physically removing or 

changing the original record. 

e. Right to Receive an Accounting of Disclosures. You have the right to receive an accounting 

from me of the disclosures of protected health information made by Steelee LLC in the six 

years prior to the date on which the accounting is requested. As with other rights, this right is 

not absolute. In other words, we are permitted to deny the request for specified reasons. For 

instance, we do not have to account for disclosures made in order to carry out our own 

treatment, payment or health care operations. We also do not have to account for disclosures 

of protected health information that are made with your written authorization. If you request 

an accounting more than once during a twelve (12) month period, there will be a charge. You 

will be told the cost prior to the request being filled.  

f. Right to Receive a Paper Copy of This Notice. Upon request, you may obtain a paper copy 

of this notice. 

 

IV. Effective Date and Right to Change the Notice  

a. Effective Date. This notice is effective on April 1, 2018. 

b. Right to Change Terms of This Notice. We reserve the right to change the terms of this 

notice and/or my privacy practices and to make the changes effective for all protected health 

information that we maintain, even if it was created or received prior to the effective date of 

the notice revision. If we make a revision to this notice, we will make the notice available at 

my office upon request on or after the effective date of the revision and I will post the revised 

notice in a clear and prominent location.  

 



V. Contact Person for Information or to Submit a Complaint 

a. Contact Persons. If you have any questions regarding this notice, please contact Libby 

Steele, MSEd., LPC, at 614-751-5393. 

b. Where to Submit a Complaint. If you are concerned that we have violated your privacy 

rights, or you disagree with a decision we made about access to your records, contact: 

 

Counselor, Social Worker and Marriage & Family Therapist Board 

77 South High Street, 24th Floor, Room 2468 

Columbus, Ohio 43215-6171 

Phone 614-466-0912 

*****************************************************************************************

************* 
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